
Extreme Earth!
Dormouse Class – Spring 1 2023



Target Setting

All children in Dormouse Class are set three core targets as part of their 
Personal Development Plan. This is reviewed termly during the October, 

February and May half terms so as to account for any skills lapsing 
during the longer holidays. These will have been shared with you during 

Parents’ Evening. 

Targets set include a Communication, Personal/Independence and 
Physical target. These generally link to the child’s EHCP though 

occasionally one may be tweaked to account for a developing priority. 

When a child is ready, an additional Literacy and Mathematics target 
will be set.



Curriculum and Objectives

Dormouse Class curriculum is centred around your child’s three core targets, with learning objectives for each lesson complementing 
at least one. 

Learning objectives, centred around life skills to be developed, are set flexibly, broken down into small steps towards an end of term 
goal. Rather than setting an objective prior to a session, through these flexible goals a teacher is able to consider what was achieved 
in the previous session alongside how a pupil is healthwise that day. They are then able to select an appropriately challenging 
objective to meet a child where they are at that day. Depending on their state of health children are expected to move up and down 
the small steps, gradually moving towards the overall objective. 

Progress is currently recorded using Evidence for Learning, as you will have seen in the Learning Logs sent home at key points in the 
year. This platform will soon change to a different one but the quality of evidence recorded will remain the same – if not improve! 

Eg:

Extension objective: ________________

End of term ideal objective:______________

Small step 5:_____________________

Small step 4:_____________________

Small step 3:_____________________

Small step 2:_____________________

Small step 1:_____________________



Areas of Learning

In Dormouse Class children cover the following subject areas:

• Literacy

• Maths

• Phonics

• Expressive Art and Design

• Knowledge and Understanding of the World

• Physiotherapy 

• Motor skills 

While objectives are set for each lesson, as mentioned on the previous slide there is a considerable 
degree of overlap between them based around the skills each individual child is aiming to develop. 
While the timetable is similar for all pupils, every child has bespoke features to account for their 
medical, physical and academic needs. Learning is split between whole class, small group and 
individual sessions as appropraite.

Over the next few slides you will see an overview of what we are learning in each of the areas of 
learning and the life skills they could relate to.



Communication

• Communication runs intrinsically throughout every area of learning and play in Dormouse Class. 
Children are provided with the appropriate communication systems to enable them to both 
understand and make themselves understood.

• This includes but is not limited to use of:

Objects of reference Symbols

Etran frames Eyegaze devices

Switches Aided language boards

Makaton Auditory listing

Auditory cues Personal identifiers 

Hand on body signing

• These are used as appropriate to enable children to transition with minimal anxiety, to give pupils 
control over their days, encourage them to make choices, to give opinions and comment on their 
day.   

• This term a particular emphasis is being placed on making choices between core vocabulary, 
especially “More”, “Stop” and “Something Different”. This enables children to develop 
understanding of practical, choice based vocabulary that they can use across a range of contexts to 
indicate what they want to happen. 



PSHE – purposeful choice making

• Safeguarding and RSE begin as soon as a pupil enters the school. In Dormouse Class one of the 
first stages in this is teaching children to make clear and purposeful choices.

• This term this has been reinforced during the class literacy sessions and doubles as 
recognition of one of our core vocabulary principles. Pupils are extended through use of 
Aided Language Boards and seeing their preferences modelled and labelled.

• Using Etran frames, contrast boards, switches, aided language boards and hand held symbols 
as appropriate, pupils are encouraged to choose between more, stop and something different 
as well as comment on and select resources to explore according to their preferences.

• Children are taken at their word and they learn asking for more of something they don’t like 
could yield unfavourable results, similarly selecting stop during an activity they are enjoying 
could cause it to cease prematurely! If a pupil expressed displeasure at their choice being 
followed through they will be offered the options again, experiencing the options labelled 
using a multisensory approach.

• The ability to make purposeful choices is a key skill for all children in keeping themselves 
safe and teaching them they have control over what is happening to their bodies.



Literacy – Exploring and labelling resources

• In Literacy this term we are practising exploring, labelling and commenting on on resources across a range of sessions 
each week.

• Some children are practising using one or both hands to explore resources, learning exploration methods to gain as much 
information about an object as possible while hearing it labelled.

• Other children are learning to use switches,symbols and aided language boards to choose between various items and 
comment on what they are experiencing. As well as the life skill described on the previous slide, this enables pupils to 
learn to recognise core symbols which can be generalised across a range of contexts as well as learning to give their 
opinion on their activites.

• Sessions include:

- Our focus genre this term is “Traditional/Classis Tales.” We are exploring a modified version of “The Snail and The 
Whale” through twice weekly sensory story sessions. 

- Pupils are also exploring an senses themed “What’s in the Box?” where they experience the texture of cheerleading 
pompoms, the taste of chocolate, the anticipation and sound of a party poppers and more. Pupils are then encouraged to 
use their preferred method to let adults know what they think of each resource and to choose between them.

- Ian Bean SENICT (https://www.ianbean.co.uk) sessions are a highlight for all pupils where they are encouraged to use 
switches, auditory listing or symbols to choose which musical video clip they would like. Pupils can then use their core 
vocabulary options of more, stop or something different to let the group know how they would like the session to proceed. 
This also provides a lovely turn taking experience for pupils as well as develops choice making skills. If you are interested
you can set up your own Ian Bean account for free!

https://www.ianbean.co.uk/


Drop Everything And Read (DEAR)

• In Dormouse Class we love to share a story and our grownups will tell you 
our reading sessions are some of the most special in our days.

• We believe all children should be read to at least daily and in Dormouse 
we have dedicated sessions before lunch and at the end of the day 

• During these sessions a child gets to choose a book from two, we turn 
out the main lights and light our sensory corner

• These sessions provide pupils with an opportunity to unwind after a busy 
half day as well as promote the value of stories

• These sessions include chapters of longer books (we are fans of Enid 
Blyton’s “Faraway Tree” and “Wishing Chair” volumes,) poetry, 
traditional tales, noisy books and more! Sometimes we even listen to 
some non fiction tales for example exerpts from “Bedtime Stories for 
Rebel Girls,” narrating the lives of famous women who changed history! 



Pre-Braille – Heavy and Light

• Key pupils will take part in twice weekly pre-braille skills groups. 

• Similarly to how children learn their eyes can be used to obtain information, pre braille 
skills teach children they can use their hands to obtain information about what is in front 
of them.

• Through songs and games as well as familiar day to day resources pupils will practise 
using their hands to explore.

• Pupils will work from moving their hand to explore a passively encountered resource on 
to reach slightly to locate and explore and so on. 

• Where appropriate the above objectives have been extended to encouraging pupils to 
use their hands and fingers to explore resources in more detail.

• Pupils will begin using their whole hand and through practise, hand massages, arm 
stretches and consistently presented resources they will work towards reaching and 
beginning to use their fingers.

• As far as possible this session makes use of resources made from natural materials, 
encouraging children to realise not everything is made of plastic and to provide some 
differentiation  between items being explored.

• We are also lucky enough to make use of the charity Living Paintings wonderfully adapted 
tactile and brailled story boxes! Dormouse Class enjoyed a range of texts over the past 
term including one linked to our Poppies story and another themed around the seasons!



Phonics – Environmental Sounds (slide one of two)

• This term we are learning all about how sound has meaning through 
exploration of environmental sounds with a specific focus on weather.

• Pupils need to be taught the importance of sound before they can be 
taught the importance of letters. Before pupils are taught they can turn 
letter into sounds they need to realise that sound has meaning in more 
concrete, relevant ways. 

The ability to respond to sound

The ability to distinguish sound

The ability to label sound

The ability to recognise different parts of sound



Phonics – Environmental Sounds (slide two of two)

• Through daily phonics sessions including Interactive Music, Listening Games and Resonance Board 
pupils practise responding to being presented with different environmental sounds with 
corresponding sensory resources (for example a switch fan for wind)

• They learn to respond to hearing weather sounds out of sight/touch, explore corresponding 
resources and practise using their hands or eyes to locate them

• Over time most pupils show preferences for particular weather sounds 

• Where appropriate we then move on to finding a named symbol from two using eyegaze or touch 
as appropriate.

• When pupils are confident finding and labelling named sounds they practise identifying which 
sound they could hear out of sight 

• Everyone also enjoys exploring different sounds on their own or as part of a group – eyegaze and 
switch controlled resources also feature when chosen by key pupils

• All skills are explored through opportunities to explore Phase One Phonics through play and 
familiar songs such as “I hear thunder” and “It’s raining it’s pouring” as well as the dearly loved 
“Maggie Moo” songs. If you’d like a taste you can listen to Moo Music’s “I play the guitar,” 
“Peekaboo it’s Maggie Moo” or “Is everybody here?” on youtube! 

• Where appropriate pupils also join streams across the school to begin exploring Phase 2 Phonics 
and 1:1 reading sessions are also introduced.



Physiotherapy 

• Every pupil follows their own physiotherapy programme and works towards key targets 
set jointly between class staff and the physiotherapy team.

• Each child has a key member of staff who works with them on their therapy programme 
and attends orthotics and physiotherapy/occupational therapy reviews alongside them. 
This key person scheme allows pupils and staff to establish a trusting bond as well as 
allows the key adult to become familiar with a specific child’s programme. This allows 
for early identification of any developing issues such as tightness or weakness as well as 
means feedback can be as specific and detailed as possible. 

• All pupils use standing frames daily for approximately an hour

• All pupils with arm gaiters wear them daily for around 30 minutes 

• Where appropriate pupils attend a twice weekly sit to stand group

• Where appropriate pupils have approximately twice weekly opportunities to explore 

purposefully in their walkers 

• Opportunities are offered approximately twice a week for purposeful exploration of the 
school using mobility aids such as walkers.

• Pupils make use of the sensory room and class sensory corner as well as the Acheeva bed 
to engage in their programmes as fully as possible. 



Body Awareness

• A favourite session (for adults and children!) this term is exploring Body Awareness. 
Pupils experience locating and naming different key parts of their own and others’ 
bodies.

• Activities include practising bathing a doll, washing their hands, face, tummy, head 
or feet as appropriate and, a favourite for children and adults alike, a dressing up 
game! Pupils are encouraged to choose a favourite resource from two then use 
symbols, tactile signing or auditory listing to select where on their body they would 
like to wear their choice!

• Through this session pupils are encouraged to recognise their own reflection and 
notice when and where on their body a chosen dressing up resource is placed. 

• This activity is designed to increase pupils awareness of their own body in order to 
develop their proprioceptive skills and enable them to begin to label parts of their 
body. This skill could support children in letting adults know when something hurts 
and what or where this is.  

• The opportunities to select which accessory and where they would like to wear it 
provides pupils with opportunities to learn to make decisions regarding their own 
body.



Motor skills 

• Through motor skills sessions pupils practise refining their fine motor skills in a 
range of motivating contexts. Pupils who do not use their hands experience 
exploring core concepts such as up, down, in and out.

• Weekly sessions include:

- Parachute with a sensory parachute

- Exploratory play sessions working through the texture hierarchy (starting with loose, 
dry mediums and working towards wetter, stickier ones,) 

- “Happy Hands” sessions working with inset puzzles, money boxes, colouring pens, 
playdough and more. Pupils work through increasingly challenging resource packs at 
a pace led by them. 

• Through these sessions pupils learn to locate increasingly small resources, access, 
explore and finally manipulate them. Pupils move from scooping with their whole 
hand to tapping then grasping before beginning to use their wrist and fingers to 
manipulate and control resources in more complex ways.

• Favourite additional activities have included opportunities to make playdough and 
explore themed resources such as pumpkins during Harvest! 



Mathematics – to explore and begin to label 
small sets of objects

• This concept is explored through number songs and exploratory play. Children are 
encouraged to use their hands and eyes as appropriate to explore small collections 
of up to five objects. In Dormouse we enjoy taking the tunes of familiar number 
songs but changing the words to match our topic! We are only a few sessions into 
the term but a clear favourite is “Washing lines” where a pesky gust of wind blows 
all our socks away one by one! We love pulling bright socks down or watching them 
fall!

• Children are encouraged to explore the meaning of number – the “oneness of one”, 
“twoness of two” etc through exploring relevant objects or symbols such as animals. 

• This also encourages children to recognise sets of objects consist of multiple 
individual items, a skill which is transferrable to a range of contexts for example 
communication. Children learn to seek a single symbol from a small collection of 
them in order to communicate their point and others learn to use their hands, and 
eventually fingers, to separate and explore sets of objects to gain maximum sensory 
feedback.

• This term pupils are also experiencing labelling their sets, for example exploring an 
individual item and hearing it labelled “one”, or transferring their gaze from a small 
set of objects to the corresponding number card. 



Knowledge and Understanding of the World –
Cause and Effect

• As Dormouse pupils continue their learning further into the year, along with 
practising controlling their decisions we are practising making things happen, 
noticing the reaction and commenting on it!

• Pupils take part in a range of sessions to encourage them to explore and engage 
with their environment:

- Local area walks (not timetabled – these take place when staffing allows)

- Exploratory sessions in walkers allow pupils to explore and discover as well as to 
develop independence (and physical!) skills 

- Focussed sessions encourage pupils to realise they can impact their surroundings. 
This is practised through use of switch controlled toys and music programmes, cause 
and effect toys such as space blankets and targeted eye gaze games such as those 
featured on Look2Learn. 

- Additional sessions linked to Art and Design will see Dormouse class channeling their 
inner scientists, combining baking soda and vinegar, dunking bathbombs and more to 
create awesome effects!

➢All pupils have weekly opportunities to visit and explore the sensory room as part of 
their Physio sessions as well as daily use of our class sensory corner 



Art and Design –

• Art is a favourite topic for all of Dormouse Class! As described in the previous 
slide this term we are focussing on the process of creating effects rather than 
the product.

• As the term progresses pupils will move towards not only creating but noticing, 
commenting on and making choices to control and change their experiments. 
These changes could involve quantity, colour, catalyst and more.

• Pupils will practise using symbols, switches and more to choose between a 
range of resources as well as to choose core vocabulary to direct actions.

• Key skills explored will centre around use of hands and eyes to locate, 
hold/dwell and manipulate. Pupils will be encouraged to generalise skills 
practised in Literacy and Maths such as to make choices between preferred 
resources, use more and stop and explore a small collection of items to select 
the one they would like to use. 



Enrichment

• Library sessions. Weekly library sessions have proved a popular afternoon. Split into two 
groups children have the opportunity to explore a focus resources table (this term centred 
around Judaism) as well as share a story in the magical “Enchanted Forest” zone. 

• Assemblies. Each week the whole school comes together for three assemblies. A celebration 
assembly where pupils celebrate peers’ and their own achievements that week, a singing 
assembly where focus songs are sung, signed and danced to as well as a topic based assembly. 
For example we jabe been lucky enough to have a visiting vicar carry out an assembly for the 
children. Pupils used Makaton to label foods explored, joined in with singing known songs and 
practised using their listening and attention skills to focus and engage throughout the story.

• Music Therapy provides pupils with the opportunity to experience choice making, control and 
to process difficult emotions as part of a small group or on a 1:1 basis

• We are so excited this term to begin weekly sessions with Move Momentum, a wheelchair 
dancing music group who are going to help us use our eyes, hands, arms and bodies to respond 
to music in a range of ways. 

• As the weather (hopefully!)  improves Dormouse Class plan to make the most of our local area 
through walks to the local shops and through nearby woodland to experience the changing of 
the seasons, different weather conditions and to explore our focus of Environmental Sounds in 
a real life context.

• Dormouse Class loves to join their friends at Saxon Wood to recognise theme days – most 
recently Pancake Day was a huge hit and we are all looking forward to World Book Day. 
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